
A CULTURE FESTIVAL

DESCRIPTION:
This activity will involve students actively in the learning of different cultures. In doing this,
the students will put on a festival to research and experience cultures first hand.
 TEKS Alignment –

o 113.18.b.4 -understands the factors that influence the locations and
characteristics of locations of various contemporary societies on maps and
globes and uses latitude and longitude to determine absolute locations;

o 113.18.b.7 - understands the impact of interactions between people and the
physical environment on the development and conditions of places and regions;

o 113.18.b.15 - understands the similarities and differences within and among
cultures in various world societies;

GRADE LEVEL:
Middle school through high school

FUNDAMENTAL THEMES:
Location
Place
Human and Environmental Relationships
Movement
Regions

RELATED LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES:
Art
Music
Language Arts
History
Drama

*Excerpted from:
Texas Alliance for Geographic Education. Young Geographers Alliance: Program Guide. (San

Marcos, Texas: Southwest Texas State University, 1991), 153-56.
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CLASSROOM PROCEDURES:
ADVANCE PREPARATION-
The teacher should first select a date for the festival and gain building approval for use of
the gym or cafeteria.
The teacher should also adjust the classroom calendar so the students will have time to
complete the following steps:

 Select a group of students to work with
 Decide on a country or culture group for your presentation
 Library time for research
 Class organization and work days

Then,
1. Three to four weeks before the festival the teacher should provide the students

with a detailed handout explaining the procedures (see example).
2. Allow the students a day to think about a culture and to select a group of students to

work with. Next, give the students an assignment sheet to record the group members and
the topic (see handout). In many school districts mandatory attendance cannot be
required. To get around this obstacle, notify students during the sign-up stage that only
one group member in each group is allowed to be absent (In their willingness to work
with certain students almost all students will plan to attend).

3. Provide the groups a chance to work together and do preliminary planning about three or
four weeks before the festival. For procrastinating students you might want to have each
student turn in for a grade a display plan and supply list for their group.

4. During the three or four week planning period the teacher should schedule in preparation
periods and/or library days to allow students to work together. They will need to provide
periodic updates of their plan.

5. About three days before the festival the teacher will need to obtain a copy of the school
layout and enlarge the area for the festival. Next, he/she will need to mark the area where
display tables will be located and number each. Be sure to calculate the number of electric
outlets and stipulate if each booth has power or not. This stage is very important to
eliminate contusion during set-up.

6. The final two class periods before the festival should be spent allowing the students to
memorize information they will need to present and to put the final touches on the
displays. A final attendance check should also be made.

7. In addition a portion of the class time should be spent teaching students to dance various
folk dances that will be performed during the festival, e.g., Mexican hat dance, Greek and
German polkas are easy to teach and fun to learn. A sign-up list with times will need to be
made to give volunteer dancers extra credit.

8. On the day of the festival the teacher should have a volunteer crew place the tables up
after school. All students should plan to start set-up about an hour and a half before
the beginning of the festival.

9. The teacher will also need to obtain at least two video crews to record the festival. In
addition, a sign-in table will also need to be placed with students to take shifts (for parent
sign-in).

10. Following the festival, a crew will need to assist the custodial staff in the placement of
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tables and general cleanup. These volunteers should receive extra credit.

MATERIALS:
These will need to be provided by the students.
The teacher might ask for community donations since this is school related.

EVALUATION:
The primary grade for the festival should equal a major test and the students should also
receive daily grades for plans turned in. The teacher will need to begin grading before the
festival and try to finish within the first hour. The video tapes may help in the grading process.
This may also be done for the experiencing of different cultures and not graded.

EXTENSIONS:
 Have the elementary schools visit the culture festival. Passports could be printed

up and used, with students at the different booths stamping the passports.
(Students could design their own stamp)

 This would be an excellent project for the spring since not as much happens at the
schools as in the fall.

 Invite administration, school board members, etc., to visit the festival.
 Have a group of students set up a booth covering the community showing how many

different cultures the community is made up of.
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CULTURE FESTIVAL

Purpose
The purpose of the Geography Culture Fest is to provide you with an
interactive and up-close look at different countries of the world.

Groups
The students are to divide themselves into groups consisting of one to four members. The
members may be anyone in the school. They do not have to only be in your class.

Topics
Each group is to select a particular country to study. If the group would like to select a
topic other than a country (for example an ethnic group or region of the world) see the
teacher. Each topic should be one that you are interested in--your grade will depend
on your creativity.

Content
Each groups work should consist of the basic elements of their particular country:
Government, Economy, Religion, Geography, Lifestyle, Dress, Food, Music or any other
aspect of geography or culture the group members are interested in. If you have a
creative or unique idea, discuss it with the teacher. Do not feel bound to any set format.
Remember the more interesting your topic the better.

Grades
This assignment is worth two major test grades. The same grade will be given to each
member of the group, so choose your group carefully.

Extra Credit
Extra credit will be given for the following reasons:

1. For a group’s work being judged outstanding
2. For duties done in addition to the group work

 participation in a folk dance
 set-up or clean-up crews
 art work to enhance the scenery of the Fest
 any reason a volunteer is needed
 getting parents to attend

Attendance
All class members are encouraged to come but it is a reality other commitments do
exist; however, class members must notify the teacher if they will be unable to attend
and each group is only allowed one non-attending member.


